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Stochastic resonance in a biological motor under complex fluctuations
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The dynamics division approach proposed in this work enables us to handle dynamical equations with
complex fluctuations. A Brownian motor with cyclic conformational changes is analyzed to understand effects
of noise on its signal transduction, and on condition in which stochastic resonance may take place. The result
reproduces several features of the experimental data on the electric activation of ion pumping by Na,
K-ATPase.
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The fabrication of nanometer scale devices has made
nificant stride recently by clever modeling after the biolo
cal motors. Examples include the artificial photosynthe
membrane using light to transport calcium ions@1#, the mi-
croscopic propeller attached to an ATPase to drive part
motion @2#, and the artificial nanometer pores when stim
lated by electric field transport potassium ions against c
centration gradient@3#. The interest in this area accents t
importance of a precise understanding on the fundame
principles and mechanisms that operate on the biolog
motors. These motors are ubiquitous in the living syste
for example, the DNA packaging motor, bacteriophagef29
@4#, the vesicle transporter, kinesin@5#, the energy transduce
F1 ATPase@6#, and the ion pump Na, K-ATPase@5#.

An essential attribute of these motors is that the ene
transduction and material transport are accomplished by
cyclic conformational changes of the enzymes@7,9#~l!. This
cyclic motion can be described by a Langevin equati
which in general is nonlinear for a driving force term. Sin
the fluctuation is considerably large for a nanoscale moto
small inertia@8#, the fluctuation dominates the force term. A
erratic fluctuation in the nonlinear term, however, pose
difficulty in deriving the Fokker-Planck equation. Therefor
analytical solution on the probability evolution is hard
obtain. This difficulty cannot be circumvented even by t
conventional numerical analysis because these method
based on the smoothness of noiseless differential equat
Consequently, the previous study has been limited to the
havior of simple enzyme models under primitive fluctu
tions, e.g., the 2- and 4-state models of the ion pump@9# in
Fig. 1 under the monochromatic fluctuations in Table I. Mo
complex systems have rarely been analyzed besides th
cent theoretical work of Fulinski and co-workers@10#. How-
ever, their studies are based on Shapiro’s theory, whic
applicable only to the dichotomous noise. The fluctuat
encountered in a living cell is likely to be much more com
plex, and a deeper understanding of the role of polych
matic noises is warranted.

The approach presented in this work attempt to overco
this difficulty. We divide the dynamics of the Langevin equ
tion into a number of subdynamics of shorter time interva
with constant fluctuation values. The final state of a sub
namics is the initial state of the next subdynamics. The no
1063-651X/2004/69~2!/021914~4!/$22.50 69 0219
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is given by reducing the time intervals of the subdynami
With the Brownian ion pump shown in Fig. 1, the ma
features computed with this approach agree with that of
analytical approach using the concept of the intrinsic no
@10#, as well as the experimental observations of the N
K-ATPase@9#~k!. These agreements point to the merit of t
present approach. Furthermore, our results extend beyon
previous studies and reveal conditions in which stocha
resonance may take place. These latter results may be su
to future experimental test.

Na, K-ATPase is a molecular motor, whose mechanism
action is shown to be consistent with the flashing ratc
@9,11#. The enzyme is a transmembrane protein comp
which can pump Na1, K1 ions against the concentratio
gradients across the cell membrane. In a cell the energy
quired for the active transport is derived from the hydroly
of ATP ~adenosine triphosphate! or from the fluctuation of
the transmembrane electric potential@9#~d!, @10#. This latter
effect provides a convenient system for the theoretical an
sis and is of fundamental interest for the future devices

FIG. 1. The 4-state kinetic model of a transmembrane enzy
motor. The enzyme is depicted by the pacmans with two differ
opening orientations. The ligand is depicted by the ball. A 2-st
model is the extreme case whenk2 and k4 are much larger or
smaller thank22 andk24, such that the kinetic model can be sim
plified to only two statesEL andE.
©2004 The American Physical Society14-1
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nanobiotechnology, such as the recent artificial ion pu
driven by external field@3#. Fulinski and co-workers@10#
have introduced an intrinsic electric noise, presumably g
erated by the concentration fluctuation of ions near the
channel„see also Ref.@9#~b!…. This noise is then coupled t
the externally applied electric signal to drive ion pumping.
the experiment of Tsong and Xie@9#~k!, an externally applied
electric noise is superimposed on an electric signal to d
ion transport. Both studies observe stochastic resonance
nomena@12#.

In these studies theory of electroconformational coupl
~TEC! has been cited. The TEC model states that each
zyme conformation has an electric moment associated wi
and a conformational change will produce a change in
molar electric moment@9#~a!. A proper field oscillation will
thus drive an enzyme conformational oscillation. This w

TABLE I. Fluctuations used to study Na, K, ion pump, with th
abbreviations: RTF~random-telegraph fluctuation!, DS ~stochastic
dichotomous signal!, DN ~intrinsic dichotomous noise!, and WN
~white noise!.

References Model Fluctuations Expt. or Theor

@9#~a! 4-state cos Expt.1Theor.
@9#~c! 4-state RTF Expt.1Theor.
@9#~d! 2-state cos Theor.
@9#~e! 4-state cos Expt.1Theor.
@9#~f! 4-state cos Theor.
@9#~g! 4-state Square Theor.
@9#~h! 2-state Square Theor.
@9#~i! cos, square, RTF Expt.
@10# 2-state cos, DS1DN Theor.
@9#~j! 4-state RTF Theor.1Expt.
@9#~k! 4-state RTF, cos1WN Expt.
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allow the enzyme to harvest energy from the applied fi
@9#. Figure 1 depicts a kinetic model of a transporter. He
the transporter can assume four conformations with cer
kinetic rate constantski ’s that define the probabilities of th
enzyme in different conformations. Suppose the rate c
stants ki ’s are time independent and the enzyme, wh
opens to the left~right! hand side of the membrane, prefers
bind the ligand~release the ligand! under certaink61 and
k63. Then the enzyme concentrations in Fig. 1 tend to fl
from E1 (E2L) to E1L (E2) and finally converge to an equi
librium state, with more concentration distributed onE1L
and E2. However, the equilibrium can be broken, when
force is applied to change the rate constants and activate
processes fromE1L (E2) to E2L (E1), which shifts the
ligand across the membrane. After the enzyme releases
ligand ~binds a new ligand! on the right~left! hand side, the
force is lifted, which drives the enzyme conformations ba
to the original equilibrium state again. A proper force osc
lation then generates a clockwise flow, which transports
ligand from left to right.

The kinetic equation for the concentrations of the fo
conformations in Fig. 1 is a four-dimensional nonauton
mous linear dynamical system

d

dt
V~ t !5M ~ t !V~ t !, ~1!

with the concentration state

V~ t !5S @E2L#

@E1L#

@E2#

@E1#

D
and the time dependent
M ~ t !5S 2k32k22 k2 k23@L3# 0

k22 2k212k2 0 k1@L1#

k3 0 2k42k23@L3# k24

0 k21 k4 2k242k1@L1#

D ,
be
-

rt

he
where the sum of the four conformation concentrations
V(t) is conserved. The values@L1# and@L3# in M (t) denote
the concentrations ofL on the left and right hand side of th
membrane, respectively, which can be regarded as const
if the time observed is not too long. The rate constantski
5hiexp@qif(t)ai /RT# for i P$61,62,63,64%, consist of
the gas constantR, the temperatureT, the effective chargeqi
of different enzyme conformations, the transmembrane
tential f(t), the rate constanthi in zero potentialf(t)50,
and the apportionment constantai , which splits up the total
energyqif(t) into two parts, corresponding to forward an
backward chemical processes, and obeys the relationaj
n

ts,

o-

5dj and a2 j52(12d j ) for certain d j with j P$1, 2, 3, 4%
@9#. The valueski ’s are positive, time dependent, and can
simplified to the formki5hiexp@dic(t)#, characterized by pa
rametershi , di and the fluctuationc(t). The instantaneous
flux of the transported ligands can be determined byj (t)
5k3 @E2L#2k23 @E2# @L3#, which yields the transported
amountS(t)5*0

t j (t8) dt8. The motor can perform transpo
when the averaged fluxJ is nonzero, where J
5 lim

t→`
S(t)/t or J5S(t)/t, if S(t) is periodic with period

t.
Figure 2~a! shows the concentration evolutions and t
4-2
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net transported amountS(t) under parameter values:
i 1 21 2 22 3 23 4 24

di ~cm/V! 0 0 22 23 0 0 4 22
hi (s21) 40* 60 25700 12000 70 200* 20 10

and @L1#5@L2#51 cm23 (h1 and h23 have dimension
cm3/s). The valuesd61 andd63 are set to zero, because th
ligand association with and dissociation from the enzyme
less affected by the fluctuationc(t). Notably, a nonzeroJ is
nontrivial only when the clockwise and the counterclockw
reactions in Fig. 1 are of equal probability, which is gene
in real enzymes and guaranteed by the detailed balance
dition ) i 51

4 hi5) i 51
4 h2 i .

The dynamical system~1! is dissipative at any instanta
neous timet, due to the negative gradient“@M (t)V(t)#
5( i 51

4 Mii (t),0. In the absence of the applied fieldc(t),
the valueski ’s and the matrixM (t) are constant in time. Any
stateV(t) converges to the stable fixed pointV0 of Eq. ~1!
with the property@E2#@L3#/@E2L#5k3 /k23, which leads to
the vanishingj (t), S(t), andJ. In the presence ofc(t), the
matrix M (t) is time dependent. A state in Eq.~1! tends to
converge to the instantaneous fixed pointV0(t), however, it
does not stick to any point, because the vector field of Eq.~1!
never becomes stationary andV0(t) is moving in time. The

FIG. 2. ~a! The oscillations of different concentrations@E1#
~dotted!, @E2# ~dash-dotted!, @E1L# ~thin solid!, @E2L# ~dashed!,
induced byc(t)5sin(vt), and the positive transported amountS(t)
across the membrane~thick solid!. ~b! The averaged fluxJ vs the
noise levelh under five different amplitudes of sinusoidal sign
with signal frequencyv5103 and vn /v5103, where A150.5,
A251, A351.4, A451.7, andA552. The inset shows the signa
amplitude dependence of the averaged fluxJ without noise.~c! The
averaged fluxJ vs the noise levelh under five different signal
frequenciesv’s with signal amplitudeA51 andvn /v5103, where
v1550, v25102, v35500, v45103, and v55104. The inset
shows the frequency dependence of the averaged fluxJ without
noise.
02191
re

on-

study on various models@9# indicates that an exactly zeroJ
is uncommon and a transport always occurs when the fl
tuation is appropriately selected, which is expected since
ki values in the cyclic wheel in Fig. 1 are asymmetric
general. Therefore, the more important issue in the stud
micromotors should not be whether a motor works, but h
does it precisely work under diverse complex fluctuati
sources.

The fluctuationc(t) in a real system usually consist o
different sources, such as a signal combined with the int
sic noise activated by the ion channels@10,13#. The follow-
ing study focuses on the concrete examplec(t)5A sin(vt)
1j(t), with a dominating signalA sin(vt) and a secondary
noisej(t), whereA denotes the signal amplitude. The d
namics division approach described in the second parag
is applied toc(t) with the step noise, however, only und
two periodically repeating valuesjP$61% of frequencyvn ,
for the purpose of obtaining a stationaryJ under limited time
and computation resource. The noise strength is in the s
of noise levelh5h rms /A with the root mean squareh rms

5A*0
tj(t)2 dt/t, wheret51/vn denotes the period of the

noise. The simulated results are performed under the r
vn /v5103 and its stability is confirmed by the converge
results under increasingvn /v from 103 to 104.

The inset in Fig. 2~b! shows the amplitude dependence
the averaged fluxJ without noise. The optimal signal ampli
tude Aop for the transport is aroundA51.7. If the signal
amplitude is too large, e.g.,A.3, the valueJ can be nega-
tive and current reversal can occur. This is similar to t
current reversal phenomena in various ratchet models@14#.
Taking five different amplitudes from the inset, the curves
the fluxJ versush in Fig. 2~b! indicate the destructive influ
ence of the noise on the transport in large noise regime, s
ash.1.5, which even induces current reversal. This destr
tive role of the noise is intuitive from our experience on t
motors in the macroworld. However, this is not always tr

FIG. 3. Electric field induced rubidium pumping of Na
K-ATPase in Ref.@12#: flux @amole/hour# vs ~a! amplitude of the
RTF with mean frequency 1 kHz;~b! amplitude of the RTF with
amplitude 20 V/cm;~c! noise levelh under sinusoidal signal with
amplitude 20 V/cm and frequency 1 kHz. The curves have sig
amplitudes 20, 17.5, 15, 12.5, 10, and 7.5 V/cm from top to b
tom.
4-3
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for small noise, e.g.,h ,0.5, in which the noise is construc
tive for A,Aop and destructive forA>Aop . Since the curve
for A50.5 is still quite flat ath52, it is unclear whether al
amplitudes have current reversal, when the noise streng
infinitely large.

The inset in Fig. 2~c! shows the frequency dependence
the averaged fluxJ without noise. The apparent peak ind
cates the natural frequencyvop5500, which is the optimal
frequency of the system. Taking five frequencies from
inset, the fluxJ decreases monotonically, for small frequen
such asv550. Other larger frequencies exhibit a bell sha
and imply the stochastic resonance, which can be recogn
after replotting the figure to a ratio ofJ/h rms versush rms , as
that in Ref.@10#. Similar to the plot in Fig. 2~b!, the transport
efficiencies in Fig. 2~c! decrease for strong noise. Howeve
different from the plot in Fig. 2~b!, the noise in Fig. 2~c! is
constructive for bothv,vop andv>vop in the weak noise
regime, up to the slow signal such asv550.

Similar features as in Figs. 2~b! and 2~c! can be found in
Fig. 3, which are measured in the experiment of the rubidi
transport across the human red cell membrane@9#~k!. The
plot from random-telegraph fluctuation~RTF! in Figs. 3~a!
and 3~b! have similar bell shapes as those in the insets
Figs. 2~b! and 2~c! under sinusoidal fluctuation. The dotte
dashed, and dash-dotted curve families in Fig. 3~c! have de-
creasing, increasing, and bell-shaped features, which are
ov
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same as the features of the dotted, dashed, and dash-d
curves in Fig. 2~b! in the small noise strength regime, e.g
h,0.6. However, the decreasing transport efficiency a
Aop predicted in Fig. 2~b! as well as the curves in the mai
plot of Fig. 2~c! are beyond the experimental data and ne
further investigation.

Both the experimental observations and the numerical
sults calculated by the dynamics division approach lead
similar conclusions that the noise is destructive, when
amplitude of the signalA is optimal for transport. However
a noise of proper amplitude may improve transport efficien
and produce stochastic resonance when the signal is su
timal. This phenomenon seems to be the same for diffe
kinds of noise. This latter observation is not surprising
when a noise is weak, it can be regarded as a secon
perturbation term to the dynamical system, Eq.~1!. A slight
change in a perturbation term is much less likely to produ
a dramatic change on system dynamics. Finally, we wo
like to point out that the result of this study augments that
Fulinski et al. Ion concentration fluctuation in the vicinity o
an enzyme can cause fluctuation in transmembrane ele
potential, which in turn, may generate conformational flu
tuation of the transporter.
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